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Da 

 

 

 

Purpose 

The End of Year Report 2017-18 provides the SRA Board and the SRA Joint Scrutiny 

Panel with a detailed account and analysis of the SRA’s performance during 2017-18. 

The Report’s wider publication and distribution would demonstrate the SRA’s 

accountability and show partners, MPs, councillors, stakeholders and residents the full 

range of SRA-funded works across Somerset.  

Background and context   

After the close of the 2015-16 financial year, the SRA compiled a report for Government 

ministers showing how it had spent that year’s interim funding, which included £1.9m 

from Defra. This report was also shared with the Board. 

The End of Year Report 2016-17 followed on from the 2015-16 report, with two main 

differences. Firstly, it covered all SRA funding sources, key projects and workstreams, 

whereas 2015-16 focused just on interim funding. Secondly, it was intended for much a 

wider audience. (In the West Somerset Free Press, Ian Liddell Grainger MP 

recommended people to read it. He said it had brightened up his summer). 

The End of Year Report 2017-18 covers actions in the SRA’s 2017-18 Enhanced 

Programme, and all actions carried forward from previous years. To help understanding 

of the SRA’s finances, it offers an analysis based on SRA workstreams rather than – as 

in previous reports – the years in which actions originated. The text draws on the SRA 

2017-18 Half Year Progress Report, but provides a much fuller account of recent 

activities. More information is given than in previous reports about rivers, watercourses 

and catchments associated with the locations of different works. At the SRA Board’s 

suggestion, there is a new Part 4, outlining progress against key targets of Somerset’s 

20 Year Flood Action Plan. 

 

Latest status 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The SRA Joint Scrutiny Panel is asked to:   

1. Review the contents of the draft SRA End of Year Report 2017-18 and 
provide any comment and recommendations for changes to the Report. 
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The version of the Report sent to Scrutiny Panel members is a draft. The final version 

will have some photographs: the Scrutiny Panel version is text only. (Note that as the 

Report’s pagination will change when pictures have been added, references to page 

numbers within the current text are in red, to mark their provisional status). 

The Report has already been reviewed and approved by SRA Technical Group 

members. It will also be assessed by the SRA’s Management Group. The SRA Board 

will then be asked to approve its contents, and its wider publication and distribution. If 

the Board’s approval is given, the Report will be circulated widely, primarily by email, 

and its contents made available on the SRA’s website. Few paper copies will be 

printed, to avoid unnecessary costs to the SRA.  

Recommendation 

Review the contents of the draft SRA End of Year Report 2017-18 and provide any 
comment and recommendations for changes to the Report. 
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